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Rose Bry,
on a warm

Along the shore, juncus and cordgrass bristle
under the electric hum of insects.

John Miller crawls out of a tent he's pitched
on a stretch of high ground, stands, and glances
down to watch a pink pygmy rattlesnake slide
over the arch of his foot. Sometimes, a pygmy
will forget to strike. This is one such time.

Miller seizes the rattler, drops it into a box
for the herpetologists back at school. It tries to
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strike. Nothing he collects at Rose Bay goes
obediently into a box. Not the snakes; not the
data.

He is here among the mosquitoes and pygmy
rattiers because this place, Rose Bay, harbors
life. It nurses things with fins, scales, warts and
wings. It shapes them, breeds them, multiplies
them all. This is where the oysters seem to fat-
ten overnight, bewitched. Over by Judith
Island, at the mouth of Rose Bay, there's a spot
called Drum Point. A sporting magazine has
called it the best red-drum fishing hole in the
country.

But Rose Bay keeps its riches under wraps.
"If you're just driving by on highway two-

sixty-four, all you'll see is an expanse of or-
dinary marsh grass," Miller says. "You don't
see a nursery ground. You don't see one of the
most productive estuaries in the state. But
when you set a crab pot, or pull a fine-mesh
trawl and find ten baby fish for every square
yard of bottom, then you see it."

Rose Bay is a wedge-shaped notch of more
than 9000 acres in the western shore of Pamlico
Sound. Its tributary creeks drain a broad
swatch of forest and farms, and much of Lake
Mattamuskeet. The water is governed more by
wind than by the moon. Lunar tides distend the
bay a mere two inches, maybe three. Breezes
race into the funnel, squeezed between converg-
ing shorelines, piling water into three-foot wind
tides.

The bay is mostly wild. It doesn't smell like
roses. Its muds have the sulfurous odor of
anaerobic decay. No one yet has made Rose
Bay a garden spot. There is one marina. Two
tiny towns nearby. Out on the bay, commercial
fishing boats heave crabs and oysters out of
water that is rough, opaque, secretive.

There are fewer secrets here since Miller and

his students came. They asked this place,
"What makes a nursery a nursery?" And it
began to tell them parts of what they asked.
About food chains, energy, overlapping
habitats. They asked what happens to that
nursery when it takes on sudden gluts of
rainwater runoff, carried by a man-made ditch.
It showed them abrupt swings in salinity, in-
terrupted cycles, young shrimp dying.

"It turned out to be a better place for our
study than we imagined," Miller says. "In
many ways it's a typical nursery ground. But it
has a wider variety of sub-habitats, or habitat
types, than most bays do. And that's important
if you're trying to get a handle on nursery
grounds in general."

The search for answers at Rose Bay goes on.
We need to know exactly what qualities make
an estuary a "nursery." It is a label we've
assigned largely by observation and intuition,
without reliable numbers and measures. North
Carolina may be able to keep her estuarine nur-
series in business, despite the drainage ditches,
the development, the overload of waste and
nutrients floating down from far upstream. But
it will take good, defensible definitions. It will
take a better understanding of just how much
of man's intrusion a nursery ground can stand.

Of course there are more characters in this
story than scientists and the pink pygmy rat-
tler. Fishermen make a living in a place like
this. Boaters unwind with a rod and reel. And
more and more, people build and live nearby.
They won't be written out of the script. And
understanding an estuary means understanding
not only the resource, but those who use it.

- Neil Caudle

(John Miller is an associate professor of
Zoology at North Carolina State University)
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Estuary. It's one of those scientific terms that
is gradually creeping into our common language.
You hear a news reporter use it on the air. You see
it printed in National Geo{ruphic. But it's a
word just on the verge of becoming common, and
there is confusion about what it means.

Fishermen don't bother with the word at all.
It's a word they say dit-dots (scientists, in down-
east lingo) use. To fishermen, the estuary is Rose
Bay, South Creek, Bogue Sound, the Neuse
River, places where the fishing is good.

Well then, what is an estuary? It's a place
where the salt water and fresh water mix it up.
But there's more to it than that. There are fish,
marsh grass, circulation patterns, nursery
grounds and more. Things that make the estuary
special.

We asked six Sea Grant scientists-B.J.
Copeland, John Miller, Charles Peterson, Flans
Paerl, Stan Riggs and Scott Snyder-to tell us a
few things that make the estuary different; to tell
us a few things that make the estuary interesting
to them. They put together some facts and added
up some figures. Here's what we learned:

ver 5,874,000 North Carolinians
own Rose Bay. You may not be able to

have it surveyed, staked off and fenced in,
but you do own a small parcel of that sub-
merged 1and.

Just as you own part of ali the state's estuarine system.
We a1l have a stake in the state's approximately 2.3 million
acres of estuaries because they're in the public domain. It's
iike owning part of your own farm at the sea.

And, North Carolinans hold the deed to more estuarine
land than people in most other states. We have the largest
estuarine system on the East Coast and the third largest
system in the United States. Only Louisiana and Alaska
have larger estuarine systems.

Biologists believe 90 percent of the state's commercially
important species spend at least part of their lives in the es-
tuary. For example, in 1982 the state's fishermen received
$16.4 million for their shrimp catches, $7.4 million for blue
crabs and $5.8 million for menhaden. The estuary serves as
a nursery for each of those species and many fishermen owe
their livelihoods to that estuarine nursery.

,Tuhe mother croaker lays i.00,000 eggs.
#

.&"
The mother croaker has just cast 100,000 eggs into the

western edge of the warm Gulf stream on a cold December
day. Now it's up to the warm waters to incubate the eggs
until they hatch the one- to two-millimeter larvae several
days 1ater.

The ocean isn't a very hospitable home for the newborn
croaker. But there is a place that specializes in nursing baby
fish, finfish and shellfish-the estuarine nursery. John
Miller is intrigued by the life cycle of commercially impor-
tant species like croaker. And he believes the months spent
in the estuary may be critical to the species' survival and
maintenance. After all, the 1arva1 croaker wouldn't travel

100 miles to places like Rose Bay unless there was
something to be gained there, Miller says.

The mother croaker has set her offspring on a time
schedule that puts them at all the right places at all the
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right times. And this sense of timing may be one of the
reasons why croaker are so abundant. Croaker, along with
spot, menhaden, and two species of flounder, follow a
similar time schedule for spawning, transport back to the
coast and arrival in the estuary. These five species make up
85 percent of the state's commercial catch by weight.

Unable to swim, the larval croaker hitch a ride westward
on the ocean express. Miller and other scientists believe the
larvae ride an intermediate layer of warm ocean water that
flows shoreward during the winter. If croaker spawned any
other time of the year, their ride to the estuary might not be
available.

About January, millions of baby croakers bom-
bard the coastline in search of an inlet to the es-
tuary. Once in areas like Pamilico Sound, the larvae
settle to the bottom for another ride to the nursery.
Winter winds blow surface waters against the
barrier islands. Gravity pulls bottom waters in the
opposite direction. By settling to the bottom, the
larvae are driven westward into nursery areas like
Rose Bay.

Again, time is on the side of the croaker. The lar-
va1 croaker settle into the nursery between
February and May, just in time to catch the es-
tuary's peak productivity during the late spring.

"The croaker grow like crazy in this environment,"
Miller says. The larval croaker quickly become juveniles,
growing from 25 millimeters to five inches during their five-
month stay. The juveniles eat clam siphons, copepods,
benthic worms and mysid shrimp.

And the estuarine nursery seems to provide some protec-
tion from predators. Miller has learned the nursery can be
an inhospitable place for adult fish who might prey on
juvenile croakers. Temperatures and salinity levels fluc-
tuate. As long as the fluctuations aren't too drastic, young
fishes, such as the croaker, can withstand the changes. But
adult fish aren't as tolerant of environmental stresses,
Miller says. Adult fish tend to avoid the nursery areas,
choosing deeper waters.

After completing their growth spurt, juvenile croaker
leave the nursery behind about August, graduating to the
deeper waters of the estuary or the nearshore ocean waters
beyond.

f the 100,000 eggs the mother croaker
spawns, odds are, only one will survive

to become an adult.

Percentages aren't on the side of the newborn croaker.
UNC Sea Grant Director B.J. Copeland, an estuarine
ecologist, estimates that 98 to 99 percent of the croaker die
between the time they are spawned and the time they reach
the estuary (about two months). Scientists believe a variety
of factors contribute to the high mortality rate.

As eggs and young larvae, the baby croaker float among
the plankton, becoming prime targets for hungry fish.
Many die from natural causes-genetic deficiencies, defor-
mities. Others die from environmental stresses. Some never
find the right currents to carry them shoreward. And the
croaker are so tiny, scientists have a hard time tracking

them through their early days to learn exactly what hap-
pens to the baby croaker.

The estuarine nursery offers the baby croaker a better
chance. In Rose Bay, three percent of each day's remaining
balance of croaker die, says John Miller. Again, factors like
predation and environmental stresses such as salinity and
temperature changes contribute to the croaker's demise.

But for the croaker who survives to leave the nursery, the
odds are favorable. The croaker, now about five inches long,
has fewer predators and has moved to the deeper, more
stable waters.

\f early 17,000 years ?go, stone-age
I \ fishermen would have been living in
their villages at the outer continental shelf
edge, about 25 miles east of Cape
Hatteras.

When the last major ice age began about 35,000 years
ago, the North Carolina coastal and estuarine system would
have been in a geographic position similar to today. But, it
didn't stay there, says Sea Grant researcher Stan Riggs.

Within 17,000 years, glacial ice extended into the
northern United States and sea level had dropped about 400
feet. Riggs says the entire North Carolina continental shelf
would have been exposed and the estuarine system would
have been near the edge of the shelf.

Thousands of years later, the climate warmed again, sea
levels rose and waters fiooded the river basins, forming to-
day's estuaries.

Such warming and cooling trends take thousands of
years, says Sea Grant researcher Scott Snyder. Right now,
the earth is in a warming trend, he says.

If that trend were to continue and all the glacial ice in
Greenland and Antarctica were to melt, the world's
shorelines would eventually be about 200 feet higher than
they are now, says Riggs. "This would put the entire coastal
plain of North Carolina under water with the shoreline oc-
curring approximately along Interstate 95 between
Roanoke Rapids and Fayetteville."

But coastal residents don't have to pack up and move
yet, says Snyder. He says most geologists estimate that sea
level is rising a half a foot per century. So, we can expect the
estuaries to stay put for a while.



Understandin! the estuary also means understanding the people who use it

molecule of one nutrient may stay in
the estuary for years.

Perhaps a molecule of nitrogen arrives in the estuary.
There, it finds itself taken up by marsh grass, or maybe by
algae or seaweed. When the grass dies, the nitrogen is
released and deposits itself in the sediments where it's
covered up by more sediment.

Months may go by before something, perhaps a shrimp,
disturbs the sediments, sending the molecule back into the
water column. Then the process begins al1 over again.

Estuaries are nutrient traps, says Sea Grant researcher
Hans Paerl. "There is a net loss but it can be years before
nutrients are released from the estuary."

The sediments in an estuary tend to adsorb (the nutrients
attach to the sediments) nutrients and the circulation pat-
terns of the estuary make it easy for them to stay there. A

particle might be carried toward the sea by the freshwater
flow at the surface and then returned upstream by the tidal
currents below, says Sea Grant researcher Charles Peterson.

That explains why estuaries have a much higher concen-
tration of nutrients than the sea or than the fresh waters
draining into the estuaries, says Peterson. Nutrients
stimulate plant growth, resulting in the high productivity
for the estuary. According to some estimates, an acre of a
North Carolina estuary is more productive than an acre of
farmland producing rice, corn or hay.

A farmer may work year after year, cultivating, fertiliz-
ing and irrigating his soil. Without all the nurturing, the
nutrients would eventually be used up. Not so with an es-
tuary. Paerl says the continuous infiow of fresh water
provides the estuary with all the nutrients it needs.

"Most of those nutrients come from the freshwater en-
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vironment and the estuary's fertiiity is due to that
freshwater system. But there's a fine line between an ade-
quate amount of nutrients and an excess," says Paerl. An
excess of nutrients can cause undesirable levels of aigal
growth.

\[orth Carolina's Pamlico Sound is
A A one of the most productive estuaries
in the world.

If Pamlico Sound were a bank, it would have one of the
richest stockpiles of assets in the world. But the assets in
Pamlico Sound are measured in terms of pounds of fish,
bushels of shellfish and acres of marsh grass. The dividends
from the production of fish and shellfish are easy to
caiculate. But dividends also accrue from more obscure
things like benthic worms, seagrass beds, phytoplankton
and bacteria. They are all part of a simple, but lucrative
food chain that adds up to a system rich in productivity.

Sea Grant researcher Charies Peterson wanted to com-
pare productivity in two different estuarine systems to see
how they stacked up. He chose a creature common to both
systems-the clam-to test in estuaries located in southern
Caiifornia and in North Carolina's Back Sound, part of the
overall Pamlico Sound estuarine system.

Using wire-mesh cages to exclude predators, Peterson laid
one iayer of clams "cheek to jowl." On the shoulders of the
first layer, he laid another layer of clams to double the den-
sity. Peterson wanted to learn if a change in density would
affect the clam's growth rate. "I wanted to get an idea
whether the availability of resources were a limiting factor
in growth," Peterson says.

In similar studies in California, Peterson had found that
the growth rate of clams was cut in half when their density
was doubled. But in Back Sound, double density meant
double production. Why the difference? Food availability.
The North Carolina clams had all the food thgy could eat.
The California clams didn't.

The physical properties of the estuary help make it so
productive. Nutrients are supplied from upstream rivers
and the ocean. But North Carolina's shallow estuarine basin
traps the nutrients and recycles them for continued use. In
the California system, fewer nutrients are supplied from up-

stream and the estuarine basin is deeper, allowing less
nutrient recycling.

If food is so plentiful, why aren't we waist-high in hard
clams in Back Sound? The answer is simple. What's good
for the hard clam is also good for the blue crab, the conch,
the ray and the snapping shrimp, ail predators of the hard
c1am. The food chain works to balance the account of the es-
tuary's depositors.

he estuary plays an important role
as a feeding area for birds.

For migrating birds preparing to make a pit stop for food,
the estuary is the best restaurant in town. Birds require a
lot of food to fuel their rapid metabolisms. Naturally, they
head for the place that offers the most food for the least
amount of effort-the estuary. Whether the bird is a short-
billed dowitcher probing for benthic worms or a least tern
diving for fish, it can find large quantities of food in a
relatively small area in the estuary.

Researchers have noticed that fall and spring migrations
of shallow-probing birds such as the red knot or the
American golden plover differ in length and intensity.
Shallow-probing birds dine along intertidal flats, eating
polychaete worms and small crustaceans.

During the spring migration, larger concentrations of
shailow-probing birds spend less time in the estuary feeding
than during fall migration. Why the difference? Food is
more abundant during the spring when the estuary is at
peak productivity. And spring tides are lower, offering the
birds a larger area to scavenge.

Photo b.v Scott Ta:'lot

Even seasonal and full-time residents like terns, gulis and
egrets benefit from the estuary. While some species of terns
and gulls are ocean-feeding species, others feed from the es-
tuary. The shallow estuaries bring even bottom-feeding
fishes close to the surface for birds to feed upon. And nearby
land masses tend to block the wind, creating a flat water
surface where prey are more easily seen from the air.

Because birds feed heavily on a wide variety of estuarine
organisms, they tend to serve as a barometer for the es-
tuary's health. Birds come at the end of the estuary's short
food chain. And if production were limited or changed in the
estuary, either because of man-made or natural reasons. the
effects would almost immediately be seen in the birds that
feed there.

-Nancy 
Davis and Kathy Hart
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"The Back Pape" is an update

on Sea Grant activities-on
research, marine education and
advisory seryices. 1/'s also a lood
place to find out about meetin{s,
workshops and new publications.
For rnore information on any of
the projects described, contact the
Sea Grant of f ices in Raleigh
(e1e/7s7-24s4).

Any boater who's
been caught in a sum-
mer squall knows that
blue skies and calm
waters can be deceiving.
Within minutes, skies
darken. Winds whip the

boat. Waves splash the deck.
Newman Cantrell, of the Coast

Guard office at Fort Macon, says there
are some things you can do to prevent
being caught in a squal1. Get a weather
report before you leave port. Listen to
the National Weather Service channel
for special broadcasts. If you notice a
sudden coolness in the air, a quicken-
ing of the wind, or black, looming
clouds, head for a safe harbor.

If you have to ride it out, be sure
you're wearing a personal flotation
device. The Coast Guard estimates
that 85 percent of the people who
drown each year would have lived if
they had been wearing personal flota-
tion devices.

Gad Degani, a visiting schoiar to
East Carolina University (ECU) from
Israel's MIGAL Galilee Technological
Research Center, will be working with
Sea Grant researcher Margie Lee
Gallagher to study the nutritional
needs of the American eel. Partially
supported by Sea Grant funds, Degani
will spend six months in the U.S. on a
post-doctoral fellowship.

In Israel, Degani had begun study-
ing the possibility of using fermented
cow manure as a feed for eels. He will
continue his studies at ECU and at Sea
Grant's Aquaculture Research and
Demonstration Center in Aurora.

The North Carolina
Humanities Committee
has awarded a $3000
grant to Lundie Spence,
Sea Grant's education
specialist, for one of her
summer workshops. The

grant will provide scholarships for 25

teachers and administrators to attend
"America's 400th Anniversary
Workshop" in Manteo, July L7 '22.
The workshop will focus on the na-
tion's first colony-its culture and its
environment.

The educators will collect native
foods. visit the site of the Elizabeth II
(a replica of an authentic 16th Century
ship), and explore the archaeological
digs that have provided historians
with clues about the lives of those
early settlers.

The workshop is sponsored by Sea
Grant, the N.C. Department of Public
Instruction, the 400th Anniversary
Committee and the N.C. Marine
Resources Center at Roanoke Island.

Mu.,y recreational
fishermen like to catch
enough shrimp to f i11

their freezers. But they
have questions about
what size net to use,
what size otter boards or

doors are best for their nets, and what
horsepower motor yields the greatest
catch at the lowest fuel cost. Wayne
Wescott, a Sea Grant marine advisory
agent in Manteo, has written a

Blueprint that will help recreational
fishermen answer these questions.
Recrcational Shrimpin! provides
some tips for rigging a recreational
boat for shrimping.

For a free copy, write UNC Sea
Grant. Ask for UNC SG-BP-83-2.

Est irnated Socio- Econornic I rn-
pact in North Carolina of a Short-
ened Menhaden Season, by Vito
Blomo, Michael Orbach and John
Maiolo of the East Carolina Univer-

sity Department of Sociology, An-
thropology and Economics, explains
the impact of a recommendation that
would shorten the fishing season for
menhaden in North Caroiina. The
recommendation was made to the N.C.
Marine Fisheries Commission by the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Com-
mission to reduce the fishing pressure
on menhaden, less than one year old,
which have not spawned. The ECU
team considered what changes the rec-
ommendation would have on fisher-
men and shoreside processing facilities.

For a copy of this working paper,
write UNC Sea Grant. Ask for UNC-
SG-WP-83-04. The cost is $1.50.

Undetstandinp Septic Sys/ems
a Blueprint written by Craig Cogger of
the North Carolina State University
Department of Soil Science, provides
the homeowner with an introductory
lesson into the operation of conven-
tional and "alternative" septic sys-
tems. Systems such as the low-pres-
sure pipe and mound systems can pro-
vide alternative waste treatment
methods in marginal soiis, particularly
along the coast.

For a free copy of this Blueprint,
write UNC Sea Grant. Ask for UNC-
sG-BP-83-1.

Have you had a ques-
tion on coastal law
lately? Maybe you were
getting ready to build a

beachfront house and
the maze of regulations
and permits had you

confused. Walter Clark, Sea Grant's
new coastal 1aw specialist, can tell you
what you need to know to get through
that maze. Clark comes to Sea Grant
from the Office of Coastal Manage-
ment where he's been in charge of the
Coastal Area Management Act
(CAMA) permit process. He holds a
law degree from Wake Forest Univer-
sity and a master's in regional plan-
ning from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each of his

Continued on next pa{e



degrees concentrated on land use and
environmental matters.

"When you speak of coastal law,
you have to look at that big picture,"
says Clark. "Not just the beachfront,
but the whole area. The estuarine
areas, the sounds, the open waters. It's
all part of coastal 1aw."

If you wouid like to contact Clark,
write him at the UNC Sea Grant
College Program, 105 1911 Building,
North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, N.C. 27650 or call (919) 737-
2454.

You just reeled in a
fat flounder. You're
already thinking about
what good eating it will
be when you get home
tomorrow. But the only
way that flounder will be

good eating tomorrow is for you to
take good care of it today.

A1l too often, fish reeled in by sports
fishermen are wasted. They are left to
bake in the sun or not cooled properly.
The result is a fish that smells and
tastes "fishy." But a fish that is
properly chilled will have a good, fresh
flavor.

Joyce Taylor, a Sea Grant marine
advisory agent at the North Carolina
State University Seafood Laboratory
in Morehead City, offers this advice.

Chill a fish as soon as you take it out
of the water. Smother the fish in

00as'l'$lllcH
105 1911 Building
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27650

crushed ice. And by simply adding sea

water to the ice, you can lower tem-
peratures even more quickly.

If you can't freeze or cook your
catch for several days, you might try
superchilling it at the end of the day. If
properly iced during the day and
superchilled later, fish can be held up
to seven days without loss of quality.

To superchill:
. Line the bottom of the ice chest

with three to four inches of flaked or
crushed ice. It's a good idea to place a

rack or tray in the bottom of the cooler
to keep the fish out of any water that
accumuiates as the ice melts.

. Layer the fish in a mixture of rock
or table salt and flaked ice. Generally
about a half-pound of salt should be
used for every five pounds of ice.

o Whole fish shouid be layered, un-
wrapped, in the ice. Dressed fish
should be individually wrapped in a
clear, plastic wrap before layering.

. When the cooler is filled, top it
with a generous iayer of ice and
securely close the lid and drain plug.

For more information about caring
for your catch, write Sea Grant and
ask for Bringing the Catch Horne
(uNC-SG-78-0s).

It'r ti*" to register for the fall
FINS (fish in natural studies)
workshop, scheduled for Sept. 14-15 at
the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries
Building, Morehead City.

Lundie Spence, Sea Grant's educa-
tion specialist, says the workshop is
designed for educators, particularly
those with aquariums or touch tanks,
who want to find out more about
coastal fish. Participants will learn to
identify various species and become
familiar with the habitats and habits
of those fish.

The workshop, sponsored by Sea
Grant and the N.C. Division of
Marine Fisheries, is limited to 15 ap-
plicants to be accepted on a first come,
first serve basis. A $10 fee will be
charged to defray expenses.

For more information, write Lundie
Spence at UNC Sea Grant College
Program, North Carolina State Uni-
versity. Raleigh, N.C. 27650 or call
(9r9) 737-24s4.
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